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The velar and backed velar stops /k/ and /k/ are somewhat diffi-
cult for English speakers to distinguish . Some ° contrast ive sets are
listed below.

/kimA/
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2 SYLLABLE STRUCTURE AND PHONEME DISTRIBUTION

The majority of Kapau words comprise from one to six syllables,
A syllable usually consists of one or two vowels, optionally preceded
by one or two consonants and optionally followed by one consonant

»

This may be represented by the general formula
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in which

Cj = /p, t, k, k, m, n, q, v, y, w/

C
2

= /w, h/

V
3

= /i, i, u, e, a, o, a/

V
4

= /i, u/

C
5

= /m, n, q/

Within such syllables there are a few limitations not expressed
in this formula„

(a) Sequences /vw/, /yw/, and /ww/ have not been observed as syllable
onset C-C

2
o

(b) The vowel /i/ has not been observed in a complex syllable nucleus
V-V-, nor have the sequences /ii/ and /uu/.

(c) The sequence /wi/ has not been observed.

At the boundary of two syllables, only the medial sequences /mp/,
/mt/, /mk/, /mk/, /nt/, /ok/, /ok/, /mn/, and /mo/ have been observed
as C-Cj, and only /mkw/ and /mth/ have been observed as C-C-C^o

At word boundaries there are further limitations

»

(a) /q/ does not occur word initially or word finally,

(b) /i/ does not occur word finally; and in terms of the analysis
presented thus far, it does not occur word initially either.

(c) The sequences /mi/ and /ni/ do not occur word initially,

(d) /v/ occurs word initially only in the sequence /vh/„

3. ALL0PH0NES

3ol Stops

In word initial position the stops /p, t, k, k/ are voiceless; in

medial positions they vary freely between voiceless and lenis voiced-
When followed by a vowel they are unaspirated; when followed by /h/
they are aspirated, the /h/ constituting the aspiration. This
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analysis of aspirated stops as a sequence of two consonants is sup-
ported by evidence from verb paradigms . The suffixes /-hi/ f you/they
(dual) 1 and /-hu/ 'you/they (plural) 1 occur in about half of the para-
digms (mostly those having a future component) and always follow a con-
sonant e Thus we have numerous instances of aspirated stops where
there is a morpheme boundary between the stop and the aspiration e

/phunA/ 'they will come along past 1 (stem /pu/)

/thunA/ 'they will speak' (stem /t/)

/yAmAkhunA/ 'they will make' (stem /yAmAk/)

/khiutA/ 'if they do' (prefix /k-/, stem /i/)
• o

Alveolar consonants /t/ and /n/ have alveopalatal allophones [tj]

and [fl] following /i/.

/whaintokA/ [WaintokA] 'swing'

3.2 Nasals

When /h/ follows a nasal there are two freely varying phonetic
results. Either the nasal has a voiceless nasal offglide or the /h/
is a voiced breathy vocoid [h] of the same quality as the following
vowel

.

/mh/ = [mh] or [mh]

/nh/ = [n
N
h] or [nh]

/Oh/ = [q\] or [rjh]

/mhaunA/ 'they will get' (stem /ma/)

/nhunA/ 'they will eat' (stem /n/)

/kiyAQhutA/ 'they will have done' (prefix /k-/, stem /iy/,
suffix °/- A0/

3.3 hi, /w/, and /y/

In intervocalic positions /y/ is a non-syllabic high front
vocoid, but in word initial positions it varies freely from non-syl-
labic vocoid [i] to a voiced lenis alveopalatal fricative, either flat

[y] or grooved [z]

„

When /h/ follows /v, w, y/ the sequence of two phonemes results
in a single sound phonetically,,

/vh/ = [f]

/wh/ = [W]

/yh/ = [s] initially and [s]/[z] medially
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These phoneme combinations are not some fanciful interpretation of the
phonetics, but are supported by the evidence of morpheme combinations
in the verbs

/va/ + /-hunA/

/tawi/ + /-hunA/

/va/ + /-hunA/

/vhaunA/ [fauna]

/tawhiunA/ [taWiunA]

/yhAunA/ [sAunA]

'they will dig'

'they will cut it across 1

'they will shell (beans) 1

3.4 Contrasts Involving /h/

/pe/
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/mweapAhi/ 'Don't come down!' /pwenA/ r he will come down'

/nweapAtA/ 'he came down' /twino/ 'we two will take them
off

3.6 Vowels

(a) The vowels have approximately the following norms:

/i/ = [i] /i/ = [*] /u/ = [u]

/e/ = [e~] /a/ = [a] /o/ = [o]

/a/ = [a]

Cb) All vowels but /a/ have lower allophones following /k/, and /i/
becomes glided [

9i].

/ki/ 'dirt' /ki/ [k9i] 'you two 1

(c) When the vowels /i, e, u, o/ follow /y/ or /yh/, they have allo-

phones that are shifted half-way towards the centre of the vowel
chart. There is a similar but lesser effect following /t/.

/yi/
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/ikwha/ f a pigeon*

/kwha/ f conversation *

These triple clusters may be followed by a variety of vowels and
vowel clusters: /i/, /a/, /iu/, /au/, and /eu/ in the instances noted.
As all of these fit the V-V. pattern established for syllable nuclei,
we conclude that the /Cwh/ clusters are a more complex but quite
genuine form of syllable onset. As a result, the structure of a
syllable can now be represented by
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3
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4.2 Syllable Nucleus /Viu/

A lot of words, especially verbs, contain syllable medial
clusters of three vowels: /eiu/, /Aiu/, /aiu/, and /oiu/, in which
the first vowel is the syllabic one of the three. 3

/khAiunA/ 'they will dish up 1

/mheiunA/ 'they will go down and get 1

/mhaiunA/ 'they will move it 1

/yhAiunA/ f they will close the door 1

/mu ?athweiunA/ 'they will overtake going down*

As these vowel clusters have the same timing as a single vowel
syllable nucleus, as they appear only ever to carry one toneme, and as
they may be preceded by two and three consonants as a syllable onset,
it is concluded that /Viu/ clusters constitute a more complex but
quite genuine syllable nucleus.

4.3 Other Vocoid Sequences

Many additional vocoid sequences have been observed, but in all
cases they contain two syllabic vowels rather than one. Some of these
sequences clearly involve two syllables, since there is an intervening
non-syllabic high vocoid [i] or [u] between the two syllabic vocoids.
These high vocoids have been treated as /y/ or /w/, belonging to the
onset of the second syllable, rather than as non-syllabic /i/ or /u/,
belonging to the nucleus of the first syllable.

/uyAWA/ 'plant' (n.)

/tiya/ 'here'

3
At the time of my fieldwork I believed that there were instances of

/oiu/, but I cannot find any now without further fieldwork. From the
dictionary we may guess at /paithoiunA/ 'they will stand it on edge'.
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/tuwa/ 'back*

Other words have vocoid sequences containing two syllabic vowels
contiguous to each other.

/kweapi/ 'he is coming down 1

/keavi/ f he is opening his mouth 1

In all such instances the two syllabic vowels are treated as belonging
to two separate syllables. Despite this, when the sequence /ea/

precedes /ok/ or /ok/, the two vowels coalesce to produce one long

vovoid [ae-] .

/kearjko/ [kae'Qko] 'belch*

4.4 Alternative Analyses

As a result of the additional syllable complexity introduced in

sections 4.1 and 4.2, the expanded general formula for a Kapau syllable
may now be written as

(a) (CjMwMh) V (i)(u)(C
?
)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

onset nucleus coda

in which C
}

= /p, t, k, k, m, n, q, v, y/

C
?

= /m, n, q/.

It may be suggested that the non-syllabic vocoids in positions 2,

5, and 6 could be treated differently, and this leads to three
alternative formulas.

(b) (CjHh)^) V (i)(u)(C
?
)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

onset nucleus coda

(c) (CjHwHh) V (y)(w)(C
?
)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

onset nuc coda

(d) (cpOO^) V (y)(w)(C
?
)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

onset nuc coda
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7. TONE

Suprasegmental features are not mentioned in the Dictionary and
Grammar and they are inadequately recorded in the field notes. How-
ever, it is clear that words have suprasegmental phonemes as a part of
their makeup and that in many instances this is the sole phonemic con-

trast between words. These phonemes have been called "tone" because
pitch seemed to be their most stable feature, but loudness (stress) is

very much involved, and perhaps length as well.

One noticeable feature is the way in which the toneme of a mono-
syllabic word affects the pitch and stress of the following word.

The words listed below were studied both in isolation and in a frame--
followed by the particle /ti/.

In section 1 above two tonemes were listed, tentatively labelled
high r I and low /V- There are at least two tonemes, and one of them
does seem to involve high pitch most of the time. But phonetically,
there are a lot of up-glides f] and down-glides ["] in the data and
very few consistently low pitches other than on /ti/. The up-glides
seem to be associated with slight lengthening of the vowel. Since the
analysis of tone has barely been begun, the tone markings on the words
given below are quasi -phonetic. They are only approximate because of
free variation in the data, but the contrasts which they illustrate
are real enough. There seem to be three tone patterns on monosyllabic
words, three on disyllabic words, and many on trisyllabic words.

/tV
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/imtV


